Polish Platter
Grilled kiełbasa with bigos, (1pc) stuffed cabbage, (3pc) traditional pierogi and side of our famous “Halusky”

$9.75

Stuffed Cabbage Platter
(1pc) stuffed cabbage, (3pc) traditional pierogi and side of our famous “Halusky”

$7.50

Kiełbasa Platter
(1pc) kiełbasa with bigos, (3pc) traditional pierogi and side of our famous “Halusky”

$7.50

Kiełbasa Sub
Grilled to perfection kiełbasa topped with our bigos on 6” sub.

$4.75

Stuffed Cabbage
TRADITIONAL: GOŁĄBKI Z RYZEM I MIESEM TRADYCYJNY
Our homemade Polish stuffed cabbage, are made with steamed cabbage leaves stuffed with a rice and ground beef. Served drenched in our special tomato sauce.

$6.75/lb.

Halusky
TRADITIONAL: ŁAZANKI
Our freshly cooked and perfectly seasoned shredded cabbage, mixed with tender buttery noodles.

$4.50/lb.

Hunter Style Sauerkraut
TRADITIONAL: BIGOS
Our mixture of sauerkraut, kiełbasa bits and mushrooms stewed to perfection. Perfect as a side for any of our kiełbasa.

$4.50/lb.

Weekly Special
Something different from the pages of my Babcia’s cookbook.

Deli CUKIERNIA
We are your source for traditional Polish treats like

PAČZKI Every Thursday SEPTEMBER to MAY
KOLACHE Year round
MAKOWIEC ~ SERNIK ~ BABKA ~ CHRUST

Potato w/ Cheese Pierogi
$8.00/doz. Everyday
PIEROGI RUSKIE
All-time favorite, handmade dumplings are stuffed with potato and farmer’s cheese in a hand rolled soft dough. Served with butter and sautéed onions. FROZEN $7.00/doz.

Buffalo-ogi * Y-town Original
$10.00/doz. Tuesday
PIEROGI Z PIKANTNYM CURCZAKIEM
Our mixture of sauerkraut and mushrooms hand-picked from the forests of Poland! Wrapped in a hand-rolled soft dough. FROZEN $9.00/doz.

Sweet Cheese Pierogi *
$10.00/doz. Wednesday
PIEROGI Z BIALYM SEREM
Polish dessert dumplings stuffed with seasoned farmer cheese in a hand-rolled soft dough. FROZEN $9.00/doz.

Kraut & Mushroom Pierogi *
$10.00/doz. Thursday
PIEROGI Z KAPUSTĄ I GRZYBAMI
These traditional dumplings are stuffed with sauerkraut and mushrooms hand-picked from the forests of Poland! Wrapped in a hand-rolled soft dough. FROZEN $9.00/doz.

Blueberry Pierogi *
$10.00/doz. Friday
PIEROGI Z JAGODAMI
Great Polish dessert dumplings stuffed with fresh blueberries and sugar in a hand-rolled soft dough. FROZEN $9.00/doz.

Lekvar Pierogi Available to Order Frozen Only $12/doz.

Call a head with large orders!

Deli GARMĄŻERIA
Finest Polish deli meats and cheeses and let’s not forget the tasty kiełbasa, kabanos, kiszka i paszet!
Take some home today!

Soups Zupy
When the weather turns cool come in to try some of our tasty homemade soups, red borscht, mushroom barley, dill pickle soup, sauerkraut soup, potato soup and many more.
Catering Menu

½ pan trays made to order – 24hr notice please

**Kiełbasa with Bigos**  
$40.00  
14-5 pc of famous grilled kielbasa over 3lb. of Bigos.

**Gołąbki**  
$40.00  
12 pc of our homemade stuffed cabbage

**Halusky**  
$22.00  
5lb. of seasoned cabbage & buttery noodles

**Bigos**  
$25.00  
5lb of our homemade hunter style sauerkraut

**Pierogi**  
4doz. single variety  
Potato w/ cheese*  
$32.00*

**Something Sweet**

**Kolaczki Cookies**  
$9.99/lb.  
NUT ~ RASPBERRY ~ APRICOT ~ CHEESE

**Kolache**  
$9.50/lb.  
NUT ~ APRICOT ~ POPPY

**Chrust Cookies**  
$6.00/doz.  
$32.00  
5 DOZ. TRAY

We’ll add a little authentic touch to your Holidays

**Dairy ~ Nabiał**

Twaróg  
FARMER’S CHEESE ~ DRY COTTAGE CHEESE

Morski  
SOFT & LIGHT TEXTURE

Mazowiecki  
SEMI-SOFT MILD

Ramzes  
WĘDZONY ~ SMOKED

Salami  
ROUND SWISS TYPE

**Meats ~ Wędliny**

**Kabanosy**  
MEAT BEER STICKS

**Zwyczajna Kiełbasa**  
LIGHT SMOKE & LIGHT SEASONING

**Wiejska Kiełbasa**  
LIGHT SMOKE & MILD SEASONING

**Weselna Kiełbasa**  
MED SMOKE & GARLIC

**Myśliwska Kiełbasa**  
SMOKEY & GARLICY SHORT LINKS

**Góral ska Kiełbasa**  
OLD WORLD SMOKE

**Kiszka**  
BLOOD SAUSAGE

**Hurka**  
RICE SAUSAGE

**Salceson**  
HEADCHEESE

**Szyanka**  
HAM

**Golonka**  
SHANK HAM

**Mielonka**  
CHIP CHOP

**Krakowska**  
HAM SAUSAGE

**Żywiecka**  
DRY PEPPERCORN HAM SAUSAGE

**Bekon**  
SMOKED BACON

**Paszetowa**  
LIVERWURST

**Metka**  
TEEWURST

*WE ALWAYS BRING IN SOMETHING NEW*